The Tree at Lakeside
Woods

Mid-summer June and the late afternoon heat at Lakeside Woods was still very hot. Annabella
decided to take shade from the sun underneath the branches of a very tall dried-out looking
tree. She sat herself down on the ground with her back leaning up against the tree’s big round
trunk looking across the lake. As she gazed her eyes down to the water’s edge, Annabella
noticed a long piece of pink silk ribbon lying on the grass moving slightly in the breeze. She
got up to investigate closer, the ribbon was attached to a ladies cream coloured bonnet which
was half submerged in the water. Annabella decided to fill the bonnet up with water from the
lake several times and soaked the ground around the dried tree to give it a good drink, when
suddenly she was interrupted by a young girl’s voice.
“I'm sure I left my bonnet here father. I'm sure I did!”
On hearing the girl’s voice, Annabella quickly ran around to the other side of the tree’s big
trunk to hide with the young girl’s wet bonnet. Without warning, a big branch came down in
front of Annabella and whipped the bonnet straight out of her hand taking it back up into the
tree.
“Do not worry yourself my dear” said the girl’s father “You have got lots of other lovely
bonnets to wear so why worry yourself for losing that one”
As the young girl walked away with her father, Annabella took a peak at the girl from behind
the tree. She wore such expensive fine clothes that included a long pretty lace dress that draped
to her feet which pulled in at the waist; with a silk pink ribbon band that matched the ribbon of
her bonnet. Annabella thought to herself that she had never owned such a pretty dress as she
stood looking down at her own tattered dress. The girl’s bonnet was caught firmly high in the
tree with the silk pink ribbon wrapped around the branches.
“The girl will never get that back not unless her father had the tree chopped down; and that
would be such a waste of life for the poor tree” Annabella said to herself. As Annabella was
looking up through all the bushy-leafed branches of the tree, she suddenly felt something
scratch the back of her head. She quickly turned around too see what it was, but there was
nothing there. As she made a further attempt to carry on walking, the same sensation happened
again; only this time she really felt the scratch. Annabella walked around the trunk of the tree
twice but there was nobody there.
“Who is that scratching my head?” Annabella asked firmly. “It's
me!”
“Who's me?” asked Annabella.
“Me!” the voice said again.

“It can't be the tree. Trees don't talk”
“I'm afraid this tree does” replied the Tree.
“Where are you speaking from Tree?” asked Annabella curiously walking in circles around the
tree inspecting its trunk.
“I’m talking from the end of my branches” replied the Tree, lowering down two big bushy
leafed branches so Annabella could take a closer look. But when Annabella pulled back the
leaves on the end of the branches, she noticed there were little wooden faces hidden underneath.
“Would you like the chance to see the world from the very top of my trunk?” asked the Tree.
“I know I'm only ten years old and a good climber, but you’re much too high for me to climb
and it's a long way down to fall if I should slip”
“I don't want you to climb the outside of me, I wouldn't ask that of you. There is a much easier
way of getting to the top”. The tree started to shake and a big chunk of bark opened up at the
bottom of the trunk. It led to a little doorway which was just about big enough for Annabella
to climb through.
“Step inside my trunk and continue up and around the wooden steps until you reach the very
top”.
Annabella stepped inside the trunk and the bark door closed behind her.

The steps inside the trunk looked very steep so one careful step at a time had to be taken. On
the way up the steps, there were little cupboards with names above carved into the walls of the
trunk. Each cupboard was filled with different things. There was a half-eaten cherry tart and a
selection of nuts and fish. Stored in one cupboard, Annabella could not believe what she saw.
There were several gold rings and a gentleman's gold pocket watch.
“Who does all this belong to?” Annabella asked Tree. Tree put a big long branch down inside
it's trunk to answer Annabella's question.
“Well! The first cupboard belongs to Lottie, the sweet little dormouse. Cupboard number two
belongs to Nicker, the magpie but I will say no more about him. Number three is Stinkers
cupboard, the kingfisher bird. Everyone calls him that because he keeps bringing home fish
and stinking the place out. Finally, number four cupboard belongs to Marbles the white rat. She
keeps bringing back children's marbles and throws them down on people's heads when they
pass underneath me. But there are house rules! Anyone who gets caught pinching from
someone else's cupboard gets served with an immediate eviction”.
Eventually Annabella gets to the top of the tree where there is a wooden bench to sit down on.

“All those steps to climb have left my legs feeling like jelly and sitting down has never felt so
wonderful” said Annabella.
At the top of the tree there were four holes on each side of the trunk that gave a full circle view
of the woods and lake below.
“What a view!” shouted Annabella. “I can see for miles. This is amazing!”
“It is amazing” said Tree “Especially with what I have seen and witnessed over the years from
up here”
“What have you seen?” asked Annabella.
“Lots of things” replied Tree. “I remember seeing you with your parents when you were little,
being pushed along in your pram by the side of the lake. And when you were big enough I
would spend hours watching your mother and father teaching you how to walk”.
“Did you ever speak to my mother and father?” asked Annabella.
“A talking tree. Adults would have never believed it. They would have chopped me down with
an axe… what a horrid thought” said Tree shivering its leaves.
“I promise I won't say a word to anyone that I have had a conversation with a talking tree. Cross
my heart!” promised Annabella.
“You’re a child” replied Tree. “Nobody would believe you anyway even if you did tell them”
“Am I the only person you've ever spoken to?” Annabella asked.
“You are the only person” replied Tree. “I decided to speak to you because you gave me a drink
of water out of the kindest of your heart; but I probably look dry and wrinkled because I'm very
old, and one day you will be old too”.
“I'm much too young to think about being old, that's a long way off for me” laughed Annabella.
“You might well say that now young lady but that part of life eventually comes to us all”
“Don't you ever get bored just standing there being a tree?”
“Bored!” exclaimed Tree. “It's a full time job looking after all my house guest, and now that
Mr and Mrs owl are moving out of my tree with all their family next week, I won't have time
to get bored. My big oak branches do seem to be getting rather full these days with everyone
nesting and sleeping on them”
“Well it has been very nice speaking to you Tree but I must be getting back home for tea. My
mother and father will get worried if I'm late”
“Excuse me for being rude” said Tree “but I didn't ask your name?”
“My name is Annabella!”
“That is the most prettiest of girls names I have ever heard. Will you come back and visit me
tomorrow?” asked Tree “I have so enjoyed this conversation with you”

“It's Saturday tomorrow and I don't have school, so I promise I will visit you again straight
after breakfast” Annabella said.
“How wonderful!” replied Tree “I will be so looking forward to seeing you tomorrow. When
you get down to the ground Annabella, I would like you to wait outside for a few moments. I
have a little gift I would like for you to take home. I'm giving you this gift because when you
gave me that drink of water you thought of someone else, and that was a very kind thing to do”
“It was nothing… really!” replied Annabella, as she made her way back down through the trunk
of the tree.
“Every little thought counts no matter how big or small… now stand back Annabella!” said
Tree in a firm voice.
A big forked branch came down from the tree and was thrust into the ground, digging up a
scattering of gold coins.
“That should help you buy that pretty dress and do whatever you want in life… but spend it
wisely” advised Tree.
“Are they real?” asked Annabella examining the coins in her hand.
“Let's just say the highwayman seemed to bury them very quickly”
“How long have these coins been buried here?” “To
long to remember” answered Tree.
“What shall I tell my parents when I get home? I can't tell them a tree gave them to me” “Well...
you could tell them that but I think there's very little chance they would believe you” said Tree.
“What if I tell my mother and father that I found the coins buried under some leaves while I
was in the woods picking bluebells?” questioned Annabella?
“Sounds perfect” said Tree “Oh and don't forget to take your mother home a handful of
bluebells will you”
Annabella safely placed all the gold coins inside her dress pocket and quickly made her way
back home, waving goodbye to the tree. As she returned, remembering to stick to the story that
she found the scattering of gold coins underneath some leaves, her parents were completely
convinced with her story. The gold coins were put into a cloth and safely placed hidden under
the bedroom floorboards of their house until mother and father decided to sell them. After a
long day, Annabella was feeling very tired and went straight to bed after supper. The streams
of the early morning daylight breaking through the bedroom curtains interrupted the
peacefulness of a long nights sleep. While Annabella was sat at the kitchen table eating her
breakfast, she couldn't help thinking about her newfound friendship with a talking tree. It was
all very exciting but like Tree said, nobody would believe her even if she did want to tell

someone, so not a word would ever be mentioned to a living soul. As soon as breakfast was
finished her father left for work and Annabella set off on her journey to visit Tree at Lakeside
woods, leaving mother at home to look after her little brother.

The morning was very quiet. The only noise was an elderly gentleman walking his dog along
the pathway on the other side of the lake. Trees door was closed, but as Annabella looked up
she noticed a white rat holding a marble sat amongst the branches and leaves of the tree. “I've
never seen a white rat before, let alone a white rat holding a marble” said Annabella
inquisitively looking up at the rat.
“You must be Marbles the rat! Tree told me all about you and I hope you weren't going to throw
that marble down on top of my head?”
“And you must be Annabella?” replied Marbles. “Tree has been up all night telling everybody
in the woods about you, and that’s why everybody is feeling very tired and tree is still asleep”
said Marbles whilst tapping his foot on trees branch.
“I didn't expect you to answer” replied Annabella looking very surprised. “A talking tree and
now a talking rat”
“Everyone who becomes Trees friend gets touched by his magical spirit. Well, that's what Tree
said anyway” replied Marbles. “Don't you believe in magic Annabella?”
“I wasn't sure but I certainly do now. And you still haven't answered my question Marbles!”
asked Annabella. “We're you going to throw that marble down on top of my head?”
“No of course not… I was just sitting here holding a marble”
Annabella wasn't so sure that Marbles was telling the truth. Then suddenly Tree gave a big
yawn stretching out every branch.
“That's Tree waking up” said a little squirrel scurrying the ground for food. “Tree goes through
this noisy routine every single morning without fail… Of course I'm not saying there's anything
wrong in waking up. Just do it more quietly” “Nobody else seems to be complaining” muttered
Tree.
“A talking squirrel?” said Annabella. “This is all becoming rather strange”
“I couldn’t agree with you more Annabella” replied Marbles. “It almost scared the living
daylight out of me when Squirrel said good morning; I thought I was going mad”
“So there's nothing strange about a talking rat then?” remarked Squirrel.
“I don't mind being strange” replied Tree. “There's always something different about being
strange”
“Good morning Tree” said Annabella “I promised I would come back to visit you!”

“Good morning Annabella” replied tree lowering a branch down. “How wonderful to see you
again, I've told everyone in the woods about you!”
“Tree is continuously being taken advantage of” said Squirrel interrupting. “Tree allows
everyone to jump all over him anytime they feel like it”
“I hope your not excluding yourself” protested tree putting the end of a big branch two inches
from squirrels face. “It's called being hospitable actually”
“Hos… hospitable!” repeated squirrel. “ I don't know the meaning of such a big word” “It
means next time when Ginger the cat is chasing you and you are in such desperate need of a
tall strong tree in close reach to scarper up…”
“Alright Tree, keep your leaves on and don't get your branches in a twist I see your point. I
apologise” said squirrel “But I'm not apologising for everything I've said… Or ever going to
say, you hear?”
“Yes I hear you” replied Tree yawning “I’m too tired to argue with you Squirrel”
“Hope you don't mind me asking” said Marbles, looking down surveying the ground from Trees
branches “Why is part of your ground all dug up?”
“Yes look at that!” interrupted squirrel pointing to the ground. “I could have fallen down that
hole and really hurt myself”
“God forbid” said tree. “If that had happened we wouldn't have heard the last of it”
“The holes not that deep” said Annabella “It’s just a bit of mud dug up”
“I only picked a few bluebells for Annabella to take home to her mother, isn’t that right
Annabella?” said Tree.
“It looks a bit more than just a few bluebells!” replied squirrel sharply ”You sure somebody
hasn't been digging up recently?” With that, Marbles accidentally drops a marble, which lands
on Squirrels head.
“Ouch! That really hurt!” shouted Squirrel rubbing his head.
“Sorry Squirrel” said Marbles laughing ”That was an accident”
“You're always doing that to people, that was no accident!” replied Squirrel in an angry voice.
“I remember you telling me yesterday Annabella that you didn't have school today” said
Tree. “What is school exactly? What do you do when you have school?”
“I go to school to learn” answered Annabella.
“That's sounds interesting” said Marbles listening to the conversation.
“Yes that does sound interesting” curiously replied Tree, scratching a branch on the side of its
trunk.

“I would rather spend everyday visiting the woods than going to school. This is much more
fun” said Annabella.
The tree started to shake and when the bark door opened up everyone stood there holding their
noses. The smell that came from the inside of Tree’s trunk was absolutely disgusting. It smelt
like rotten fish.
“Oh dear!” said Tree “That smell must be coming from Stinkers cupboard. Please excuse me
for a few seconds while I do a bit of fishing out” The tree reached in with a long branch and
pulled out all the dead rotten fish from Stinkers cupboard.
“Sorry about that everyone. Stinker collects fish like they’re going out of fashion” said Tree.
After ten minutes of the door being left open the worst of the horrid smell was gone.
Annabella stepped inside the trunk and made her way up the steps, taking a little peak inside
each cupboard. Lottie the dormouse was sound asleep over a piece of cherry tart. There were
several more gold rings inside Nickers cupboard in addition to yesterday. And even though
Tree had thrown out the rotten fish from Stinkers cupboard, it was still quite smelly with bits
of fish skin stuck to the floor. After passing Marbles cupboard, there were just a few more steps
to go until Annabella reached the very top of the tree. It was easy for Squirrel and Marbles;
they both ran up the outside of the trunk reaching the top in no time.
“What part of the tree do you live on Squirrel?” asked Annabella.
“I don't live anywhere on Tree” replied squirrel “I prefer to live in the middle of the woods
actually. It's less noisy. A branch broke off in high winds some time ago and left a little snug
hole for me to sleep in. It's very warm and comfortable” Suddenly people's voices were heard
walking underneath the tree. Annabella leaned out of a hole looking down to the ground below.
It was the same girl that was here yesterday with her father searching for the bonnet that
Annabella filled with water. This time the girl was accompanied by an elderly lady and
gentlemen carrying a basket. The girl carried on walking down to the lakeside while the lady
and gentlemen stayed back, sitting directly underneath the tree preparing a picnic of strawberry
and cream tarts.
“Strawberries and cream fit for a Queen!” said the elderly lady.
“Strawberries and cream fit for a rat too!” whispers Marbles peering down over.
“Grandmother! Grandfather! Quickly! I can see fish swimming in the water!” said the girl
calling to both her Grandparents.
“I'm sure the girl’s Grandparents wouldn’t mind if a few strawberry cream tarts went missing…
would they?” wondered Tree. While the girl was with her Grandparents down by the lakeside

looking into the water, Tree used a long branch to pick up three strawberry cream tarts and
brought them back up to the top of the tree.
“One strawberry cream tart for Annabella, one for Marbles and one for Squirrel” said Tree.
“They really do taste as good as what they look” said Annabella with her mouth full.
“Totally agree” replied Marbles and Squirrel.
“Somebody has stolen our strawberry cream tarts!” the grandfather was heard shouting.
“Thieves! You’re all thieves I tell you! I know you can hear me wherever you are!” “Oh
dear” said Squirrel.
“It's too late to give them back now; we've eaten them all” said Annabella wiping her lips with
the back of her hand.
“I'm sure the girls family have got more strawberry tarts at home to eat, why worry themselves
for losing three” remarked Tree.
“I feel really full after eating that strawberry tart, especially on top of all my breakfast” said
Annabella.
“You should only eat when you’re hungry!” exclaimed Marbles.
“That would cover most of the day for you then” answered Tree in a giggle.
“I'm not always eating!” said Marbles sharply.
“You're always eating when I see you” added Squirrel.
“Now! Now! Please no arguments” said Tree. “I'm much too old these days for arguments” “I
couldn't help noticing that some of your branches are getting rather crunchy to sit on” said
Marbles tapping his foot on Trees branch.
“Are you thinking about moving out and leaving me for someone younger? asked Tree. “Of
course not!” replied Marbles. “I wasn't implying that… I was just saying some of your branches
are a bit crunchy”
“I wouldn't want anyone staying where they didn't want to live” said Tree inspecting a branch.
Annabella looked out from the top of the tree and noticed the girl and her grandparents had
packed up their picnic and left.
“Just to let you all know… Miss Badger is in sight and heading straight this way” said Tree.
“And last night I told Miss Badger all about you Annabella and she could not wait to meet you.
She’s very funny with her riddles”
“Miss Badger is very funny when she's not continuously repeating them and telling everybody
to have a nice day, it's so annoying” said Squirrel.
Annabella made her way back down the steps from the top of the tree while Marbles and
Squirrel ran down the outside of the trunk to meet Miss Badger.

“Miss Badger is from America” whispered Marbles.
“Miss Badger thinks she is” replied Squirrel. “The woman has never even been to America.
She’s clearly mad.
“Miss Badger was actually born underneath that weeping willow tree over there” said Tree
pointing with a long branch. “I do remember that moment very well, her poor mother screamed
for hours”
“Miss Badger could make a spider scream for hours, without any difficulty!” rudely remarked
Squirrel.
“Excuse me my girl. Come here and give Miss Badger a big kiss and a hug”
“If you don't want to get squeezed to death just say no thank you, not today. You don't want to
be squeezed to death on any day” Squirrel firmly told Annabella.
“Be quiet Squirrel!” snapped Miss Badger. “I have a brand new riddle I would like you all to
hear, listening everyone!” “Listening!” everyone replied.
“The maker doesn't want it. The buyer doesn't use it. The user doesn't see it. What is it?”
Everybody went about their way thinking, and was thinking very hard.
“Come on! Come on! I don't have all day!” said Miss Badger impatiently with her arms crossed
and foot tapping on the ground. But not one sound of an answer came from anyone. “Sorry
Miss Badger” replied Annabella “But I don't think anybody knows the answer to that riddle”
“A coffin!” answered Miss Badger aloud.
“A coffin!” repeated Annabella, Tree, Marbles and Squirrel all starring at Miss Badger. “Start
laughing” whispered Tree. “If she kicks off we'll have more than glass marbles thrown at us
all” Everyone started laughing to keep Miss Badger in a good happy mood.
“I'm so glad you all enjoyed my new riddle. It's been a pleasure to meet you Annabella, but I'm
sorry I can't stay any longer, I have a dinner date with a new admirer” No sooner had Miss
Badger gone on her way, Stinker was over heard shouting furiously from inside the tree.
“Somebody has been in my cupboard and stolen all of my fish!” All the shouting and noise
woke up the little dormouse from her sleep. Lottie was so small she could hardly be seen sat
on Trees branch.
“Nobody has stolen anything” said Tree putting a long branch up through the stairwell to speak
to Stinker. “I'm sorry but I simply had to throw the rotten fish out because your cupboard was
rather smelly”
“I can't help the fact that fish smell rather smelly! What else do you expect me to eat?” argued
Stinker.

“Just don't keep so many dead fish in your cupboard, that's all I have to say on the matter”
insisted Tree.
“Help! Help!”
“That's sounds like Miss Badger’s voice!” said Annabella turning around to observe where the
screaming of help was directly coming from. Miss Badger was on the other side of the lake
being chased by a big aggressive dog with snapping jaws. She managed to make it into the
water and swam as fast as she could across the lake, but the big dog didn't stop giving chase to
Miss Badger at the water’s edge. The dog gave a springboard leap from its hind legs and
plunged into the water.
“The dogs gaining on Miss Badger!” yelled Annabella “We can't just stand here, we've got to
do something to help!” Everyone joined in shouting for Miss Badger to swim faster. The ordeal
was petrifying to watch. She finally made it across the lake and scrambled out of the water, but
the big dog was in no mood to give up easily and kept up its pursuit. Marbles and Squirrel
quickly ran up Tree for safety. It was all too scary for Lottie to watch and she covered her eyes
with her paws. Tree used the end of its branches to grab the dog by the collar to give Miss
Badger and Annabella more time to make it into Trees door. The bottom half of Miss Badger
was considerably larger than her top half, which caused a big problem when it came to getting
inside the door. Annabella tried very hard pushing with both her hands on Miss Badger’s
bottom.
“Breath in Miss Badger!” Annabella shouted.
“I'm trying to!”
“Hurry up!” frantically shouted Tree. “I can't hold this dog much longer, the end of my branch
is about to snap off!” Annabella pushed with her back and dug her heels into the ground to get
Miss Badger through the door. The end of Tree’s branch suddenly gave way and the dog was
set loose. One last big push and Miss Badger was finally in and Tree quickly closed the door
behind them leaving the dog barking outside.
“Good pushing girl!” laughed Miss Badger. “That is what I call a close nip in the butt”
“It was no laughing matter Miss Badger! That nasty dog could have killed us both!”
Annabella said panting. There was very little room at the bottom of Tree’s trunk for Annabella
to pass, so Miss Badger took the lead up around the stairwell.
“That is so sweet” said Miss Badger looking inside Lottie’s cupboard, but was certainly taken
back by surprise when she looked inside Nickers cupboard and caught sight of all the gold
rings. Miss Badger could not resist trying one on her finger.

“It fits perfect!” she said holding her hand up in the air admiring the ring on her finger. “I'm
sure the owner wouldn't mind if I took just one, would they?” said Miss Badger whilst she
carried on walking up the steps keeping the ring on her finger.
“Don’t open Stinkers cupboard” said Annabella, “It's a bit dirty and smelling of fish”
“I do have very good hearing” replied Stinker overhearing the comment. Just as Miss Badger
was about to peer inside Marbles cupboard, Nicker came down over the stairs and noticed
instantly that Miss Badger was wearing one of the rings that came from his cupboard. Nicker
stood on the stairs in front of Miss Badger with a wing on each hip and feet astride looking
very angry.
“Take that ring off your finger immediately and put it back in my cupboard where you found
it!” said Nicker in a sharp orderly voice. Miss Badger quickly took the ring off her finger and
passed it back down to Annabella who then placed it back inside Nickers cupboard.
“I can't have you served with an immediate eviction because you don't live here!” sharply
replied Nicker.
“Miss Badger was only admiring the ring… weren't you Miss Badger?” quickly replied
Annabella, trying to defuse the confrontation.
“I totally agree with Annabella I was only admiring the ring and just forgot to take it off” Nicker
turned around and went back up the steps. The top of the steps was finally reached and Miss
Badger was completely out of breath and sitting down had never felt so wonderful.
“Charles! Come here boy!” the big dog was heard being called back by its owner.
“Thank goodness that's over and done with” said Tree. “And why is Nicker not looking in a
very happy mood?”
“Miss Badger shouldn't touch what doesn't belong to her” replied Nicker who was perched on
the outside on Trees branch.
“Maybe that's something you should learn to do too” replied Tree lowering a branch in front of
Nickers face.
“What are you implying Tree?” asked Nicker.
“Well Magpies do have a reputation for taking things that don't belong to them” interrupted
Annabella over hearing the conversation.
“People shouldn't leave their things lying around unattended then should they” replied Nicker.
“But it's still not yours to take” said Squirrel “And hiding stolen goods, well the police could
have Tree charged with being an accessory to a crime” “Tree could end up being sent to jail”
said Lottie.

“The police are not going to put a big tree in jail, they'll just have Tree chopped down with an
axe” laughed Squirrel.
“Stop talking silly, nothing like that is ever going to happen” insisted Annabella.
“Sorry for interrupting this depressing conversation but would you like me to sing a song or
two?” asked Miss Badger. “I have a fabulous high pitched voice that I would love Annabella
to hear”
“The first and last time Miss Badger used her vocal cords all the birds flew out of the trees”
said Squirrel.
“And I didn't come back for nearly two weeks and that's why everyone decided to have a hands
up vote that Miss Badger wouldn’t sing again” smirked Nicker. “I loved your voice Miss
Badger” replied Lottie. “I thought it was wonderful”
“Well thank you Lottie” replied Miss Badger bowing her head. “You just can't please everyone
these days can you. So how about another riddle instead then?”
Suddenly everybody’s attention was drawn to silence when three loud banging noises were
heard on Trees door. The banging echoed right up through the stairwell making everyone jump
with fear. The noise even made Stinker run out of his cupboard and up the steps. “Everyone
stay right where you are and don't move” ordered Tree. “I will investigate the situation by
lowering a high branch down to take a closer look outside”
“It could be that girl’s grandfather wanting his strawberry tarts back” said Marbles. The
banging noise happened again. BANG! BANG! BANG!
“This tree would make a lot of wood for someone's fire. It’s sounding a bit hollow inside” a
man was overheard saying. What Tree saw and overheard made every branch tremble and
shiver with fear.
“What's happening?” everyone asked Tree.
“The time has come. There are four men standing by my tree each holding a big axe. Well it's
been lovely to have known you all and thank you for being my friend but you must leave now
while there's still time”
“That's what happens when you talk about these things” said Miss Badger clipping her hand
across the top of Squirrel’s head.
“I really did not mean for Tree to get chopped down” said Squirrel crying. “Tree is my friend”
Annabella, Marbles, Squirrel, Lottie, Stinker, Nicker and Miss Badger all leaned out of the hole
at the top of Tree’s trunk so they could get a better hearing of what the men were saying.
“The tree does look a bit old and dried up, but it's a shame to chop the old boy down yet. Let’s
take another look in a few more years” and the four woodchoppers went on their way. “Thank

goodness! “said Tree. “That is what I call a close nip in the butt”. Annabella waited for five
minutes until the men were out of sight before she made her way back down Trees stairwell;
followed by Miss Badger. As Miss Badger went to put her head out through Trees doorway,
she suddenly remembered Annabella helped push her in and there was nobody behind Miss
Badger to help give her a push back out.
“How on earth am I going to get out of this one?” asked Miss Badger looking at Annabella.
Tree lowered a big branch down to take a closer look at the situation.
“Can I make a suggestion?” said Tree. “Why don't you lay on your side Miss Badger and then
I will tie a branch around your feet, breath in and I will pull you out that way”
“Well if that is your suggestion Tree, I hope no one is watching!” exclaimed an embarrassed
Miss Badger.
“Yelling like that Miss Badger you could entice the dog back!” said Tree losing patience.
“It's not Trees fault you’re funny shaped” replied Squirrel standing outside.
“No fury little vermin talks to Miss Badger like that Squirrel! You wait till I get outside, then
you can do all the talking you want; if you survive it” said Miss Badger, angrily.
“Obviously my services are not wanted so I'm going home for a few hours sleep, so sort your
own mess out Miss Badger” abruptly replied Squirrel running away into the woods.
“When a girl is out of choices, you just use someone else's… So just get on with it Tree and
make it quick!” One big pull by her feet and Miss Badger was pulled out of the doorway.
“Well done Tree!” said Annabella and Marbles clapping their hands.
“That's wasn't so bad, after all that shouting you made was it Miss Badger? At least you’re out
now” said Marbles.
“Well I can't say I've ever been through worse” replied Miss Badger brushing off the dust from
her coat. All of a sudden a very loud thundery noise was heard coming from the woods.
“Another poor tree being chopped down” said Tree.
Squirrel came running back completely out of breath.
“The noise wake you up Squirrel?” asked Tree.
“Wake me up!” shouted Squirrel “I didn't have chance to go to sleep, it was my tree those men
were chopping down. They didn't even give me time to pack all my things”
“You knew they were in the area” replied Stinker who was perched on a branch beside Nicker.
“I'm homeless, all of my belongings have gone“ said Squirrel feeling very upset.
“Please don’t upset yourself Squirrel” said Annabella “Nobody's going to see you homeless”
“Well he isn’t living with me!” said Miss Badger “I've never seen this guy de-flee himself
once”

“I will not allow for anybody to become homeless” said Tree. “I will find you a safe snug little
hole to live in within my tree Squirrel”
“Safe! They were thinking about chopping you down five minutes ago” “Just
be grateful Squirrel” replied Nicker.
”I am grateful Nicker! I'm always grateful” said Squirrel.
“Nobody has been hurt and we’re all still together so why don't we call this a day while the
endings good” said Lottie.
“I agree” said Annabella. “My mother told me not to be late getting back home because my
grandparents are coming for tea”
“I wish I was invited for tea” said Tree “But I don't think I would fit inside Annabella's house”
“Will you visit me again tomorrow Annabella?” asked Tree.
“I would love to see you all again tomorrow and I will be here straight after breakfast” promised
Annabella.
“Goodbye! See you tomorrow Annabella” said Lottie, Stinker, Knicker, Marbles, Miss Badger
and Tree all waving goodbye.

Annabella came back to visit the tree every day for the rest of the summer but with the good
fortune the tree had given Annabella and her family, they all had the chance to start a new life
together, moving faraway and was never to visit Tree again. Until one day, many years later in
her life she decided to bring her own family back for a holiday. Walking down by the Lakeside
Annabella noticed four men chopping down the tree, she ran over to the men shouting.
“Stop! Stop! Why are you chopping down the tree?” tears were streaming down her cheeks.
“Sorry Miss” replied one of the woodchoppers “We have been given orders to chop the tree
down. Apparently the old boy has been dead for quite some time. It's a big tree to come
down, so you and your family had better stand over there”
The tree fell down with a big bang, and floating down on the breeze of the fall was a bonnet
with a pink ribbon tie.

When the dust settled on the fall of the tree,
I picked up an acorn to take away with me.
know it will take years for that seed to sow,
But from little acorns big trees grow.

The Adventures of Captain James Launder:
No Mans Land

Once upon a time many centuries ago, there was an old wealthy rum guzzling pirate called
Captain James Launder, and he was the Captain of a thirty-crew pirate ship called Big Bessie.
This old sea dog fought every sea and land battle with a fighting spirit of a man half his age.
But there would be one particular adventure that Captain Launder and his men were never
going to forget. Ten weeks sailing south from Talland Bay, Cornwall, land ahoy was finally
seen in the far distance. Big Bessie sailed into the bay and her anchor was lowered into the
water. But before anyone stepped ashore, Pirate Skegg checked out the island through his
telescope from the crow's nest, and sights a wooden sign nailed to a tree.
“Well lad, what does it read?” inquired Captain Launder.
“Sorry Captain… but I can only read a little!” replied Pirate Skegg.
“There can't be that many words written on the sign lad, not unless someone's left you a love
letter” laughed Captain Launder turning to his men.
Pirate Skegg holds his telescope steadily so he was able to read the sign.
“The sign says “No… Mans… Land… 1750!”
“1750? That’s five years ago” curiously replied Captain Launder tapping one finger on his chin.
Overhearing their conversation, Pirate Pook tells of a story that his uncle told him many years
ago.
“Forty pirates got marooned on an island called No Mans Land. He told of fairies flying around
everywhere. They were wearing gold tiaras, encrusted with pearls and gold rings as well as
bracelets coated with diamonds. The treasure belonged to a princess who was very unhappy
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